Many people believe that Objectivism is simply a movement composed of selfish, deranged, arrogant anti-environmentalists. They are right. The fact is, Objectivists care little for their fellow man and less for the facts. The staple of Objectivism is not science, but hollow pseudo-philosophic anti-intellectual claptrap and outright lies. All designed to trick well meaning people into accepting a dangerous idea - a "moral" code that places Man's right to pollute and destroy above other men, other women, the nation, our world, and all else.

At this event, the Subjectivist club president will reveal the fallacy of even the simplest of Objectivist claims, proving once and for all that intelligent life does exist despite evidence to the contrary.

THE SECOND TUESDAY OF NEXT WEEK

8:00 PM WEAN 9500

http://www.uiuc.edu/ro/iaoc/
http://dmoz.org/Society/Philosophy/Current_Movements/Objectivism/Essays_Against/